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Executive Summary

Over the past five years, cultural, legislative, and governance factors have strongly influenced board diversity
resulting in an increase of women directors serving on U.S. public company boards.

Women now hold 30% of board seats across the S&P 500, relative to 18% held five years ago . This increase
should be considered a milestone in the journey, with expectations for continued progress over the coming years.

During this same five-year period, women board members have increased by a net amount of approximately
2,700 while, in contrast, men board members have declined by a net amount of approximately 1,900. These
numbers were attained by examining a broader data set consisting of thousands of companies with more than
$150 million in market capitalization. This total includes the Russell 3000, plus many more companies whose data
were collected by DirectorMoves, a weekly publication which analyzes Board changes. This vast increase in
women board members demonstrates the strong commitment of U.S. corporations in regard to board gender
diversity.

In 2021, the departure rates for men board members are projected to be over four times higher than their
women colleagues, with over 1,800 men departing boards as compared to 460 women departing during that
same period (Source: DirectorMoves). This change reflects a shift in board composition that is driven by companies
seeking both diversity and a broader mindset regarding the critical capabilities needed for today’s boards.

U.S. companies have made great strides towards a balance of gender diversity on boards. This is in addition to the
nascent growing success of the recruitment of underrepresented minorities.

A potential challenge to meaningful board diversity may be current board governance practices ; more
ongoing evaluations in terms of board structure, succession planning, term limits, and retirement ages may be
required to further facilitate continued diversification.

Overview

As executive compensation advisors to the boards of many prominent publicly traded companies, we are witnesses to the
revolutionary increase of women directors in the board room. Board gender diversity remains a major corporate
governance objective globally. The U.S. has achieved substantial progress on gender diversity at many large publicly
traded companies. Significant progress has been made as society, investor preferences, and governance have evolved,
often through the hard work of groups and leaders focused on the criticality of this issue. Many experts believe that
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gender diversity is essential to financial success, better decision-making and attractiveness to investors, while benefiting
all stakeholders: employees, customers, vendors, and the public. [1]

While boards have made progress on gender diversity, there is more to do to increase both gender and underrepresented
minority (URM) representation on boards. As we continue to strive for better board gender diversity, we suggest that the
lessons learned on this front can enable broader board diversity including URM representation. We also discuss how
current board governance structures may need to be reframed in the effort of advancing broader board diversity.

Women Joining Boards: By the Numbers

To understand the progress of women on boards, we have utilized unique information from the DirectorMoves database
that contains information from thousands of companies with market capitalizations of $150 million or greater, which would
include all of the Russell 3000 plus many more. These data allow us to develop real-time information, specifically focusing
on the number of directors joining and departing boards by gender. The DirectorMoves data show a significant increase in
women board members over the past five years with over 2,700 women joining boards (net of departures); 1,300 of whom
joined in the last two years. In stark contrast, over 1,900 men (net of new men joining) have departed from board service
during the same period (Figure 1). The definition of “net amount” is calculated as [net board members = total board
members joining—total board members departing]. For example, if a total of 10 women joined boards in a period and 7
departed in the same period, the net increase is 3 joining. The same methodology was used to calculate the net for men.

In a 2021 annualized forecast, over 1,400 men will have been recruited to join boards, while over 1,800 men will have
departed. By contrast, over 1,200 women directors will have been recruited to join boards, and 460 will have departed
(Figure 2). While the total projected number of men joining boards remains slightly higher than women in 2021, the
forecasted departure levels for men are substantially higher than that of women (1,857 men versus 460 women).

The DirectorMoves data indicate a compound annual growth rate of women on boards of approximately 25% over the
past four years; however, the growth of women on boards has decelerated in the past two years ( Figure 3).
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In contrast, despite the fact that we estimate that there are slightly more men than women still being recruited to boards,
the number of men on boards has declined on average by almost 380 per year over the past five years (Figure 4).

Evolution of Board Gender Composition

Currently, 30% of the S&P 500 independent board directors are women. This shows progress when compared to 2015,
when women represented approximately 18% of board composition. In 2015, there was an average of 1–2 women
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independent board members sitting on a board of 9–11 board members. Today, the average number of women directors is
3.3% [2] within an average board size of 10.8% [3] Further, nearly 400 women were recruited in the past two years to
S&P 500 boards. Over the past five years, we have seen a 78% increase in the number of women directors of S&P 500
companies, with the percent change increasing to over 200% in the ten years from 2011–2021 (Figure 5). These growth
rates are directionally consistent with the more expansive universe of the DirectorMoves data, which capture a broader
sample of companies of varying sizes and whose progress has advanced (as outlined in Figure 3 above), but not at the
pace of the S&P 500.

While 30% was the initial target level for women board representation in 2015, it should be considered a milestone in the
journey with expectations for continued progress. Certain S&P 500 organizations are leading the way with 50% or greater
women board diversity in 2021. Of note, within the ten S&P 500 companies that have 50% or more women on their board,
six also have women Chief Executive Officers and/or women Board Chairs, supporting recent observations that
companies with women leaders tend to have more diverse board composition. [4]

This progress has been driven within the U.S. by a number of factors including legislation, regulatory efforts, and
shareholder focus, as well as the hard work of groups and leaders focused on the criticality of diversity issues. For
example, in 2018 California passed Senate Bill 826 into law which requires California headquartered, publicly traded
companies to have at least one woman on the board. Additional states that have enacted board diversity-related
measures include: Colorado, Maryland, Illinois, and New York. [5] In August 2021, the SEC approved NASDAQ’s Board
Diversity Rule which requires companies listed on their U.S. stock exchange to publicly disclose board-level diversity
statistics annually using a standardized template, or explain why they do not have at least two diverse directors. [6]
Further, Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”) has just closed the comment period for the ISS Proposed Benchmark
Policy Changes for 2022, which include proposed changes to ISS’ gender, racial and ethnic policies in multiple markets.
[7] These requirements will help organizations both focus on their diversity, inclusion and belonging priorities while
providing shareholders and employees with increased transparency regarding board-level progress towards broader
diversity.

Reframing Board Governance Norms to Accelerate Progress

The progress towards a balance of gender diversity on boards is significant. As we identify factors that may be posing
challenges to diversity on boards generally, it is important to evaluate whether current board governance practices should
be revised to keep pace with cultural and social changes in the broader environment. To continue diversity progress,
companies should reevaluate the skills and capabilities they need from their board members as well as facilitate that
evolution of skills to match strategy and culture (e.g., through board refreshment, changes in board recruiting strategy,
etc.). We see this new mindset emerging as companies continue to focus on board succession planning with the same
rigor as management succession planning.

Conclusion
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The increased representation of women in the boardroom over the past five years is promising. Gender diversity has
gained both momentum and visibility as society, investor preferences, and governance have evolved, often through the
hard work of groups and leaders focused on the criticality of this issue. Further, many organizations have already begun
the execution of their diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging priorities which means that we can expect to see more
change in board composition in the coming years. With the increasing requirements for consistent disclosure across U.S.
publicly traded companies, and ongoing investor pressure, we expect closer attention to increased URM diversity as well.
Boards must ensure that board members continue to have the skills and capabilities to best support their business
strategies and meet stakeholder expectations. This will help spur progress in creating boards composed of a variety of
different people and perspectives—creating a richer dialogue, enhanced decision-making, and improved company
performance.
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Introduction

In August 2019, the Business Roundtable (BRT) released its new stakeholder model of the revised purpose of the
corporation, stating explicitly that businesses exist to serve multiple stakeholders—including customers, employees,
communities, the environment, and suppliers—in addition to shareholders. [1] This new model was publicly supported by
181 CEOs of major corporations. It could have a substantial impact on corporate incentive designs, metrics, and other
governance areas as corporations continue or begin to operationalize this stakeholder model into their long-term
strategies, as incentive plans are core to reinforcing and communicating business strategy. While there are many opinions
on the BRT statement, the stakeholder model is evolving in both importance and sophistication. [2]

Further, the COVID-19 pandemic, the associated economic impacts, and increased focus on social justice illustrate the
increasing expectations on—and willingness of—corporate leaders to address social issues that may extend beyond a
traditionally narrower view of the business purpose of the corporation. Given these circumstances, some companies are
taking a fresh look at their impact on numerous stakeholder groups and their reinforcing impact on company success. For
example: Will increased focus on employee wellness initiatives enhance the resilience of corporations? Will sustainable
supply chains and real estate differentiate a company in both the consumer and talent markets, or are these practices
rapidly becoming baseline expectations of employees, investors, customers, and the broader community? The answers to
these questions are beyond the scope of our expertise, but these and similar questions are at the center of the discussion
on ESG metrics and their applicability to incentive compensation.

If the stakeholder model represents an emerging model for the strategic vision of a company, ESG (Environmental, Social,
and Governance) metrics can be used to assess and measure company performance and its relative positioning on a
range of topics relevant to the broader set of company stakeholders in the same way that financial metrics assess
company performance for shareholders. This post will address, at a “conceptual” level, key questions and guidelines for
assessing a company’s readiness for—and potential approach to—implementing ESG metrics and goals in executive
incentive programs. We are applying our significant expertise in the design of executive incentive programs to the
emerging paradigm of ESG-focused goals in the context of the evolving stakeholder model.

Background

The BRT statement drew significant interest from the press and corporate governance community as it was viewed by
many—some investors, the media, academics, and some legal commentators [3]—as a social and economic
enhancement to, or replacement of, the concept of “shareholder primacy” as popularized by Milton Friedman and
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supported by many institutional investors and their advisors. [4] Others viewed it as a contradiction to, or a distraction
from, the very successful shareholder model which has created prosperity over decades for shareholders and many other
stakeholders. [5]

Pragmatically, the BRT’s statement may be a continued evolution of corporate culture and strategy that seeks to place
more direct focus on the role that stakeholders have long played in the corporation from the corporate governance,
management, and board perspectives. This sentiment is reflected in the member quotes included in the BRT’s release as
well as a recent Fortune CEO survey in which a majority of CEOs surveyed (63%) “…agree with the [BRT’s] statement
and believe most good companies always have operated that way.” [6] In this context, the BRT’s statement serves to
enhance, clarify, and substantially debate the sometimes-counterproductive dichotomy of “stakeholders versus
shareholders.” ESG metrics, applied to this clarified purpose of the corporation, provide the quantifiable and generally
accepted means to measure this more nuanced view of company performance.

The “Stakeholder Value Creation Chain” below is a model developed by Pay Governance to illustrate the intersection of
ESG strategy, the stakeholder model, and the creation of firm value. The model captures the reinforcing carryover effect of
stakeholders’ contributions to the economic success of the company. An example of a “positive externality” is that many
employees want to work for environmentally friendly companies, and the increased engagement of those employees may
also increase productivity, customer satisfaction, etc. All companies need to balance their stakeholders’, including
shareholders’, long-term interests. It may be a greater challenge for economically stressed companies to make long-term
investments for other stakeholders than it is for top-performing companies to do so. However, our research and others’
find that, overall, companies manage both short- and long-term performance trade-offs efficiently. [7] [8] These findings
support optimistic outcomes for this Stakeholder Value Creation Chain.

These developments, and interest in this model of value creation generally, have prompted an increase in questions about
whether and how to include ESG metrics in incentive plans. Below, we provide some key questions and guidelines for
assessing a company’s readiness and potential approach for implementing ESG metrics in executive compensation
incentive programs.

Is your company ready to set or disclose ESG incentive goals?

ESG incentive metrics are like any other incentive metric: they should support and reinforce strategy rather than lead it.
Companies considering ESG incentive metrics should align planning with the company’s social responsibility and
environmental strategies, reporting, and goals. Another essential factor in determining readiness is the
measurability/quantification of the specific ESG issue.
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Companies will generally fall along a spectrum of readiness to consider adopting and disclosing ESG incentive metrics
and goals:

Companies Ready to Set Quantitative ESG Goals: Companies with robust environmental, sustainability, and/or
social responsibility strategies including quantifiable metrics and goals (e.g., carbon reduction goals, net zero
carbon emissions commitments, Diversity and Inclusion metrics, employee and environmental safety metrics,
customer satisfaction, etc.).

Companies Ready to Set Qualitative Goals: Companies with evolving formalized tracking and reporting but for
which ESG matters have been identified as important factors to customers, employees, or other These companies
likely already have plans or goals around ESG factors (e.g., LEED [Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design]-certified office space, Diversity and Inclusion initiatives, renewable power and emissions goals, etc.).

Companies Developing an ESG Strategy: Some companies are at an early stage of developing overall
ESG/stakeholder strategies. These companies may be best served to focus on developing a strategy for
environmental and social impact before considering linking incentive pay to these priorities.

We note it is critically important that these ESG/stakeholder metrics and goals be chosen and set with rigor in the same
manner as financial metrics to ensure that the attainment of the ESG goals will enhance stakeholder value and not serve
simply as “window dressing” or “greenwashing.” [9] Implementing ESG metrics is a company-specific design process. For
example, some companies may choose to implement qualitative ESG incentive goals even if they have rigorous ESG
factor data and reporting.

Will ESG metrics and goals contribute to the company’s value-creation?

The business case for using ESG incentive metrics is to provide line-of-sight for the management team to drive the
implementation of initiatives that create significant differentiated value for the company or align with current or emerging
stakeholder expectations. Companies must first assess which metrics or initiatives will most benefit the company’s
business and for which stakeholders. They must also develop challenging goals for these metrics to increase the
likelihood of overall value creation. For example:

Employees: Are employees and the competitive talent market driving the need for differentiated environmental or
social initiatives? Will initiatives related to overall company sustainability (building sustainability, renewable energy
use, net zero carbon emissions) contribute to the company being a “best in class” employer? Diversity and
inclusion and pay equity initiatives have company and social benefits, such as ensuring fair and equitable
opportunities to participate and thrive in the corporate system.

Customers: Are customer preferences driving the need to differentiate on sustainable supply chains, social justice
initiatives, and/or the product/company’s environmental footprint?

Long-Term Sustainability: Are long-term macro environmental factors (carbon emissions, carbon intensity of
product, etc.) critical to the Company’s ability to operate in the long term?

Brand Image: Does a company want to be viewed by all constituencies, including those with no direct economic
linkage, as a positive social and economic contributor to society?

There is no one-size-fits-all approach to ESG metrics, and companies fall across a spectrum of needs and drivers that
affect the type of ESG factors that are relevant to short- and long-term business value depending on scale, industry, and
stakeholder drivers. Most companies have addressed, or will need to address, how to implement ESG/stakeholder
considerations in their operating strategy.

Conceptual Design Parameters for Structuring Incentive Goals

For those companies moving to implement stakeholder/ESG incentive goals for the first time, the design parameters
range widely, which is not different than the design process for implementing any incentive metric. For these companies,
considering the following questions can help move the prospect of an ESG incentive metric from an idea to a tangible goal
with the potential to create value for the company:
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1. Quantitative goals versus qualitative milestones. The availability and quality of data from sustainability or social
responsibility reports will generally determine whether a company can set a defined quantitative goal. For other
companies, lack of available ESG data/goals or the company’s specific pay philosophy may mean ESG initiatives
are best measured by setting annual milestones tailored to selected goals.

2. Selecting metrics aligned with value creation. Unlike financial metrics, for which robust statistical analyses can
help guide the metric selection process (e.g., financial correlation analysis), the link between ESG metrics and
company value creation is more nuanced and significantly impacted by industry, operating model, customer and
employee perceptions and preferences, etc. Given this, companies should generally apply a principles-based
approach to assess the most appropriate metrics for the company as a whole (e.g., assessing significance to the
organization, measurability, achievability, etc.) Appendix 1 provides a list of common ESG metrics with illustrative
mapping to typical stakeholder impact.

3. Determining employee participation. Generally, stakeholder/ESG-focused metrics would be implemented for
officer/executive level roles, as this is the employee group that sets company-wide policy impacting the
achievement of quantitative ESG goals or qualitative milestones. Alternatively, some companies may choose to
implement firm-wide ESG incentive metrics to reinforce the positive employee engagement benefits of the
company’s ESG strategy or to drive a whole-team approach to achieving goals.

4. Determining the range of metric weightings for stakeholder/ESG goals. Historically, US companies with
existing environmental, employee safety, and customer service goals as well as other stakeholder metrics have
been concentrated in the extractive, industrial, and utility industries; metric weightings on these goals have ranged
from 5% to 20% of annual incentive scorecards. We expect that this weighting range would continue to apply, with
the remaining 80%+ of annual incentive weighting focused on financial metrics. Further, we expect that proxy
advisors and shareholders may react adversely to non-financial metrics weighted more than 10% to 20% of annual
incentive scorecards.

5. Considering whether to implement stakeholder/ESG goals in annual versus long-term incentive plans. As
noted above, most ESG incentive goals to date have been implemented as weighted metrics in balanced scorecard
annual incentive plans for several reasons. However, we have observed increased discussion of whether some
goals (particularly greenhouse gas emission goals) may be better suited to long-term incentives. [10] There is no
right answer to this question—some milestone and quantitative goals are best set on an annual basis given
emerging industry, technology, and company developments; other companies may have a robust long-term plan for
which longer-term incentives are a better fit.

6. Considering how to operationalize ESG metrics into long-term plans. For companies determining that
sustainability or social responsibility goals fit best into the framework of a long-term incentive, those companies will
need to consider which vehicles are best to incentivize achievement of strategically important ESG goals. While
companies may choose to dedicate a portion of a 3-year performance share unit plan to an ESG metric (e.g.,
weighting a plan 40% relative total shareholder return [TSR], 40% revenue growth, and 20% greenhouse gas
reduction), there may be concerns for shareholders and/or participants in diluting the financial and shareholder-
value focus of these incentives. As an alternative, companies could grant performance restricted stock units,
vesting at the end of a period of time (e.g., 3 or 4 years) contingent upon achievement of a long-term, rigorous ESG
performance milestone. This approach would not “dilute” the percentage of relative TSR and financial-based long-
term incentives, which will remain important to shareholders and proxy advisors.

Conclusion

As priorities of stakeholders continue to evolve, and addressing these becomes a strategic imperative, companies may
look to include some stakeholder metrics in their compensation programs to emphasize these priorities. As companies
and Compensation Committees discuss stakeholder and ESG-focused incentive metrics, each organization must consider
its unique industry environment, business model, and cultural context. We interpret the BRT’s updated statement of
business purpose as a more nuanced perspective on how to create value for all stakeholders, inclusive of shareholders.
While optimizing profits will remain the business purpose of corporations, the BRT’s statement provides support for
prioritizing the needs of all stakeholders in driving long-term, sustainable success for the business. For some companies,
implementing incentive metrics aligned with this broader context can be an important tool to drive these efforts in both the
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short and long term. That said, appropriate timing, design, and communication will be critical to ensure effective
implementation.

Appendix 1: Mapping the Intersection of ESG Metrics and Stakeholder Impact

According to a recent Bank of New York Mellon survey, some the most prevalent questions from investors fielded by
corporate investor relations professionals surveyed concern board composition and structure, diversity and inclusion,
climate change and carbon emissions, executive compensation, and energy efficiency. [11]

The illustrative table below provides Pay Governance’s generalized perspective on the alignment between ESG initiatives
and the directly impacted stakeholders. The matrix below is illustrative and is not exhaustive of all ESG metrics and
stakeholder impacts.
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Introduction
Corporate share buybacks (also known as repurchases) have been somewhat controversial for many years, but have
taken on even greater significance following the corporate tax cuts passed in 2017 and implemented in 2018. It is
estimated that buybacks reached $1 trillion in 2018, likely fueled by extra cash resulting from the tax cuts. Buybacks are
also gaining attention across a broader cross-section of the political arena, as three U.S. Senators and an SEC
Commissioner have recently criticized share buybacks, with each commentary citing different criticism and potential
solutions. [1] [2] [3] However, the common charge is that U.S. public companies are returning money to shareholders
instead of investing in productive projects, equipment, workers, and long-term growth. Many buyback critics state the use
of earnings per share (EPS) as an incentive metric and stock options inappropriately rewards executives for short-term
decisions that reduce long-term value. Specifically, buybacks are criticized for mechanically increasing short-term EPS
and “popping” the stock price to generate executive payouts at the expense of long-term performance.

Key Findings

Many corporate critics believe that excessive share buybacks are an example of harmful
executive short-term behavior that creates long-term damage via underinvesting in the core
business.

To evaluate buybacks, we split a sample of the S&P 500 into companies that engaged in small
and large buyback activity from 2010 to 2014. We then evaluated TSR and other corporate
performance metrics after the buyback period (2014-2018).

Four-year post-buyback performance on TSR and CapEx growth was higher for the companies
in the large buyback sample than for the companies with smaller buybacks. This indicates that
share buybacks likely did not damage long-term performance or investment.

Higher short-term (one-year) TSR is associated with higher long-term subsequent (three-year)
TSR and CapEx investment. This finding suggests that companies generally do not sacrifice
long-term returns or investments for short-term gains.

The use of stock options and EPS-based incentive plans, rather than encouraging short-term
gains at the expense of long-term performance, are correlated with higher long-term TSR.
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Our research shows that buybacks do not appear to be harmful to long term corporate
performance. Companies need to continue to align executive incentives with capital decisions to
continue their success.

This is an important and charged topic, as many large companies conduct share buybacks that are approved by their
boards and typically discussed with large shareholders. Despite solid governance and shareholder support, critics of
buybacks include some governance and shareholder groups, politicians, the business media, and academics who are
opposed to the alleged short-term implications of a buyback or the “shareholder primacy” model in general.

To bring some important facts to the debate regarding the reality of corporate capital allocation and investment, Pay
Governance has updated and expanded our original research on the relationship among share buybacks, long- term
growth, and executive compensation for S&P 500 companies. This new study builds on the findings from our prior
analysis; importantly, it adds total shareholder return (TSR) and other metrics evaluated not only during, but after, the
buyback period.

The Relationship Among Share Buybacks, TSR, CapEx Growth, and Revenue Growth
We examined buybacks (2010-2014) and key financial metrics after the buyback period (2014-2018). We measure share
buyback activity by calculating the change in common shares outstanding (CSO). [4] Using a sample split into groups of
companies with above- and below-median change in common shares outstanding, we examined the effect of buybacks on
TSR and financial growth data for the subsequent four-year period following the buyback period. Our analysis was based
on the same sample as our 2014 research on share buybacks but excluded companies that were acquired or merged.
With the benefit of an expanded post-buyback time frame, we were able to compare the long-term performance and
prospects for companies with and without share buyback capital allocation strategies.

Contrary to the common assertion that share buybacks damage long-term growth and investment, we found (Table 1) that
companies conducting larger share buybacks (-12.8% change in common shares outstanding over four years) showed
higher TSR, higher CapEx growth, and higher employee count growth over the subsequent four-year period. Additionally,
the companies conducting large buybacks continued to grow revenue in the subsequent period at a pace nearly as fast as
the group with smaller buybacks (3.8% annualized revenue growth versus 4.2%). Earnings growth was equal between the
two groups (9.15%).

While buybacks are explicitly intended to optimize EPS and potentially increase stock prices, we make no claim that the
large buybacks are causing the subsequent favorable TSR and CapEx growth. However, the TSR and other data in a
“post-buyback” period appear to demonstrate no long-term damage or obvious cannibalization of CapEx investment. This
is confirmed in the following sections.

While it is possible a company could have grown revenues even further through investing or hiring, it is also not clear that
incremental investment would have resulted in higher revenue growth or, more importantly, earnings growth that
shareholders would have valued on par with a share buyback. The equal bottom-line EPS growth (9.15% annualized
growth) between the two buyback groups suggests that both appear to be optimizing earnings growth.

The Relationship Between Short-Term TSR and Long-Term Performance
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The argument of corporate myopia, or short-termism, hinges on the claim that short- and long-term corporate financial
success are frequently antithetical and present an excessive trade-off. Examples of such commentary include arguments
stating that buybacks damage future results and that companies reduce other investments to attain short-term profits at
the expense of long-term growth and profitability.

To examine this, we expanded our investigation into how companies’ strong short-term performance affected long- term
performance as measured by TSR and CapEx growth. If the corporate sector is broadly myopic, we would expect
companies with higher short-term TSR to have lower subsequent long-term TSR and lower CapEx growth. It seems
reasonable to test whether companies that are making short-term cost savings decisions (e.g., reducing CapEx growth) to
increase the short-term stock price are consequently damaging their long- term value.

To test this (Table 2), we reviewed and compared S&P 500 companies with low and high short-term TSR (below and
above sample median, respectively) to the subsequent long-term TSR and Cap-Ex growth over eight discrete periods. We
found that, with the exception of 2008 (probably due to the financial crisis [5]), each period reviewed showed that
companies with higher short-term TSR had equa l or higher subsequent long-term TSR a nd CapEx growth relative to
companies with lower short-term TSR.

While this test was not definitive, companies appear to be buying stock without suffering long-term repercussions or
cutting expenses/investments to increase short-term share prices. Rather, the market appears to recognize and reward in
the short-term those companies that optimize for the long-term (as illustrated by the correlation between short-and long-
term TSR and CapEx growth). While we do not claim that strong short-term performance causes strong long-term
performance, it appears that companies are optimizing their capital allocation strategies.

The Relationship Between Executive Compensation Design and Share Buybacks
Much of the criticism of share buybacks focuses on the assertion that executive incentive programs encourage short-term
focus on increasing their annual compensation and that this myopia has resulted in share buybacks that are otherwise an
inefficient allocation of capital. We examined the relationship between executive compensation design and share
buybacks by reviewing the use of EPS as a metric in annual bonus plans as well as the use of stock options in long-term
incentive (LTI) plans. Table 3 below presents the results of our findings.
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We found that EPS use in annual incentive plans and the use of stock options were indeed associated with increased
share buybacks. Contrary to the short-term criticism, companies that granted stock options and used EPS in bonus plans
had higher TSR in the period contemporaneous with share buybacks (2010-2014) a nd the subsequent period (2015-
2018).

These findings stress the impact of executive compensation design decisions, including the mix of LTI vehicles and
metrics, on company performance. [6] Incentives must appropriately motivate executives to optimize not just a company’s
operating performance but also its efficient allocation of capital. These findings are not intended to prescribe a particular
LTI mix or incentive metric; rather, they demonstrate the importance of selecting the right LTI vehicles and metrics given a
company’s current and future business outlook.

Conclusion
Following up on Pay Governance’s original research into the relationship among executive compensation, share
buybacks, and shareholder value creation, we found even stronger evidence that certain executive compensation
structures (granting stock options and using EPS bonus metrics) are correlated with share buybacks. We also debunked
two common myths: that share buybacks damage long-term corporate investment and that there is an excessive trade-off
between short-term and long-term shareholder returns.

Taken together, these findings suggest an alternate narrative about the relationships between executive pay, share
buybacks, shareholder value, and company growth. The contemporary fact-driven story of share buybacks is not one of
managers shirking investment and long-term stewardship of corporate capital but one of disciplined capital allocation.
Companies conducting the largest share buybacks are not just rewarding shareholders with higher long- term returns;
they also appear to be investing in the long-term through capital expenditures.

Executive compensation programs are an important part of the strategic structure ensuring this efficient capital allocation
and long-term corporate financial sustainability. The use of short- and long-term financial metrics and share-based
incentives remains a proven approach for focusing executive teams on long-term value drivers and aligning executive pay
with shareholder interests.
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